
Company Overview

Who We Are

Why We Exist

SPIN Global is a Maryland- based small 
business founded in 2015 that provides 
management, scientific and technical 
consulting services. Our highly 
educated and skilled professionals 
focus on disaster resilience, risk 
reduction, crisis and emergency 
management in the private and public 
sectors and in communities.  

SPIN Global is a public benefit corporation that exists to disrupt 
disasters from neighborhoods to nations. We are motivated by 
compassion to reduce physical, social and economic suffering 
caused by disasters. 

L E A R N  M O R E  
info@spinglobal.org
www.spinglobal.org

EIN: # 47-3458706 
DUNS: # 079908866 
CAGE: # 7G3Q4 
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Featured Clientele
•  Fortune 500 Companies
•  45 U.S. States
•  20 Nations
•  Federal Emergency Management Agency 
•  U.S. Department of Homeland Security
•  U.S. Department of Defense 
•  North Atlantic Treaty Organization
•  Non-Governmental Organizations
•  Schools

Our Approach

Strategic Planning. We provide our clients comprehensive 
expertise, guidance and decision support solutions. 

Partnerships. We prioritize inclusion of private and public 
sectors, and traditionally underrepresented groups.

Innovation for Impact. We combine operations, research and 
technology with science, data and “last mile” user needs. 

Neighborhoods and Nations. Our solutions are sensitized 
to reflect the operating environment at any scale. 

Featured Capabilities

Data-driven assessments before, during and after disasters

Institutional capacity building and regional security cooperation

Strategic consulting and program management services

Rapid response and recovery support

Universal risk reduction, resilience and emergency 
management services

Pre-disaster planning for all-hazards and incident types

Training and exercises to prepare neighborhoods and nations

What Makes Us Different
We are compassionate people working together for a higher 
purpose, seeking to create value for clients and humanity 
with a spirit of excellence. As a public benefit corporation, 
we are committed to stewardship of people, planet and 
profit. Every time that we are hired, we donate cash to local 
charities and provide pro-bono services to improve individual 
and community resilience and readiness in our clients’ back 
yard. 


